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1. Significant Purpose 

 The purpose of this handout is to clearly communicate the major themes and symbols present in 
Hamlet’s famous soliloquy from Hamlet, Act 3, Scene 1: To be or not to be.  It is not my intention to 
translate each line of this soliloquy for my students.  Instead, I want to use this handout to review the 
major concepts we have covered in our study of Hamlet using the visual medium of comic books/graphic 
novels.  This handout will help students achieve a more solid understanding of this speech.  I want them 
to not only remember what this soliloquy means, but its importance to our character study of Hamlet, 
and how it fits the plays major themes.     
 Studying Shakespeare is difficult, and is usually only reserved for specialized high school courses.  
I feel it is very important to introduce Shakespeare’s language and stories to my students in fifth grade.  
I want them to feel comfortable, not intimated, when reading Shakespeare.  I also want them to 
understand how universal many of Shakespeare’s themes are to today’s world, even if you are only 
eleven years old.    

The Problem 

 McCloud (2006) feels that storytellers have always wanted two things from their audience: 
understanding and caring.  “We want them to understand what we have to tell them, and we want them 
to care enough to stick around ‘til we’re done” (McCloud, 2006, p. 8).  William Shakespeare is 
considered to be the best storyteller for his ability to weave various universal human themes into his 
plays.  Shakespeare’s plays are memorable because of how easily the audience can view themselves 
through the characters presented on stage.  However, when teaching Shakespeare, his language often 
impedes basic understanding of the story, thus making students not care about the messages.  I feel that 
using a comic book/graphic novel format will give me the advantage of “communicating with clarity” 
these themes visually, without having to translate the language line by line (McCloud, 2006, p.9).   
 So often in education, teachers are faced with a room full of students who do not see the 
purpose of the prescribed lesson.  They cannot see what’s in it for them.  Known as “WIIFY”, if any 
audience cannot see how a particular message relates to them personally, it will not be memorable 
(Heath & Heath, 2008, pp. 179-180).  In order for me to get Shakespeare’s messages to my students so 
that they can see the relevance in their own lives, I need to bypass the language barrier with visual 
graphics.  I can then “persuade [my] audience to stay with [me]” using these “images in sequence” 
(McCloud, 2006, p. 9).   

Learning Audience 

 Teaching Shakespeare to fifth graders is often seen as either laughable.  Teaching Hamlet to fifth 

graders is often seen as inappropriate, due to many of the mature themes present in the play.  I believe 

that under the right circumstances and with correct modeling, any one of Shakespeare’s plays can be 

brought into any classroom, no matter the age level of the students.  For my particular learning 
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audience, fifth grade, I plan on using my graphic novel handout as a review of the major themes we have 

discussed while studying Hamlet.  Throughout our study, I have taught various scenes using either film 

or graphic novel interpretations because of how easily accessible they are to my students.  This handout, 

then, will provide my students with a memorable review of our classroom discussions, and possibly even 

a study guide for an upcoming assessment. 

 I have 17 boys in my class and 8 girls in my class.  Having such a large percentage of boys, makes 

it very important that I utilize any and all visual mediums for my instruction.  I want all of my students, 

especially my boys, to see the purpose of this soliloquy and to get excited about understanding the 

nature of this speech in the context of the larger play. 

2. A Picture of the Future 

 After analyzing and discussing Hamlet, my students will be able to use the handout to 

accomplish these goals: 

1. Visually picture the three major themes present in this soliloquy (i.e.: impossibility of certainty, 

complexity of action, and mystery of death). 

a. I will determine that students have accomplished this goal by having students illustrate 

the three themes present in Hamlet’s soliloquy.  Students must be able to also to 

verbalize the themes as it accompanies their illustration. 

2. Compare and contrast the complex moral decision Hamlet discusses making in this soliloquy. 

a. I will determine that students have accomplished this goal by having them create a 

Thinking Map or graphic organizer (i.e.: Double-Bubble or Venn diagram) illustrating the 

two considerations Hamlet discusses.  Students must be able to include details from the 

soliloquy to support the contrasting decisions.   

3. Evaluate Hamlet’s final decision using visual examples from handout 

a. Students can demonstrate their evaluations in two different ways: 

i. Illustrate Hamlet’s final decision using a comic book/graphic novel format. 

ii. Write an evaluative paragraph clearly communicating Hamlet’s final decision. 

b. Whichever option students choose, they must use visual examples from the handout to 

support their evaluation. 

4. Use this handout as a study guide for an upcoming summative assessment on these major 

themes. 

a. Students will be able to better recall and explain the ideas presented in the handout if 

they use the handout as a study guide.  
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b.  I will determine that students accomplished this goal by using a survey indicating how 

they prepared for the summative assessment. 

 I want students to see that any story, no matter how complex, can be “broken down into 

readable chunks” using the visual medium of comic art (McCloud, 2006, p. 11).  I do not feel that comic 

literature should replace regular text; however, I want students to understand that comic literature can 

oftentimes be a gateway into a difficult piece of text.  Paired alongside a great piece of literature, comic 

literature can be used to identify important themes and compare and contrast various decisions made 

by the comic artist in rendering a particular aspect of the text.   Students can evaluate how something is 

portrayed in both the text version and the comic version thereby deepening their understanding of the 

text.  I want my handout to model for students these possibilities. 

3. Clear Design Values  

 Two main ideas greatly influenced my design of a graphic novel handout for Hamlet’s famous 
soliloquy from Hamlet, Act 3, Scene 1: To be or not to be.   

Understanding and Care 

 Hamlet is considered one of the greatest stories ever told.  Hamlet himself is often explained as 

the most complicated characters of all literature; yet he is universally relatable.  His problems become 

our problems.  The moral dilemmas he faces (although extreme) seem to resonate with readers as we 

try and examine our own difficult life decisions.   

 I have no doubt that Hamlet is a compelling story.  There are many resources that break down 

the play into simplified chunks that offer novice readers insight into the story.  However, I want my 

students to be emotionally connected to Hamlet before they begin to understand the speech.  Medina 

(2008) explains the importance of dopamine in our brains for getting our attention.  Dopamine 

receptors tell our brains to “remember this” when presented with new information.  However, it is also 

important to focus on the big ideas first.  “Studies show that emotional arousal focuses attention on the 

‘gist’ of an experience” (Medina, 2008, p. 83).  Not only do I want my students to connect with Hamlet 

as a person, I want them to fully understand his conscience.   I cannot begin at the word level; I must 

begin with meaning. 

 Medina (2008), Roam (2008), and McCloud (2006) all agree on the importance of making 

information visual.  Medina (2008) states that “the more visual the input becomes, the more likely it is 

to be recognized and recalled.”  Roam (2008, pp. 36-37) discusses the process of visual thinking by 

examining the differences between looking versus seeing; the latter being active versus passive.  In fact, 

he feels that visual thinking is a four-step process: looking, seeing, imagining, and showing.  By using 

pictures, “any problem can be made clearer” (Roam, 2008, p.13).  Especially in comics, “pictures/ first 

and most important job is to communicate quickly, clearly, and compellingly with the reader” (McCloud, 

2006, p. 26).   
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 So, it is with this comic handout that I intend to make design decisions that urge my learning 

audience to understand the story and care for its main character, Hamlet.  My audience, however, will 

also influence many design aspects of this handout. 

Learning Audience 

 Although I am convinced that any audience can understand, learn from, and appreciate any of 
Shakespeare’s plays, it is important that I take special care to make Hamlet accessible to my fifth 
graders.  I must begin with the meaning of the soliloquy story in order to maximize my audience’s 
retention.  Hamlet’s plot is a “challenge plot” (Heath & Heath, 2008, pp.226-27).  This means that the 
protagonist, Hamlet, must “overcome a formidable challenge and succeed” (Heath & Heath, 2008, 
p.226).  What makes Hamlet’s challenge especially compelling is how heavily internal the struggle.  
Some may argue that such complicated internal conflict is not developmentally appropriate for fifth 
grade.  I disagree.  No matter the age, I still have a room full of active listeners waiting to learn. 

 Heath & Heath (2008) feel that there is no such thing as a passive audience.  Mental stimulation, 
especially in story form, not only provides inspiration for people, but can challenge them to action.  My 
classroom purpose is to inspire my students to act upon their learning, making connections to concepts 
we have studied all year, both in and outside of the classroom.  I kept both of these aspects in mind as I 
designed this graphic novel handout. 

Design Decision #1 

 Hamlet is a dark and mature play, filled with action, deceit, and cynicism.  I wanted a comic 
handout to reflect these motifs.  I did not want my handout to look like the traditional comic book or 
graphic novel: full color, exaggerated poses and expressions, and more extreme depth cues.  Basically, I 
did not want to make this into a “superhero comic.”  I wanted to use the comic medium, but more in an 
indie format.  I chose StripGenerator.com as my design tool.  With creative character choices, a 
collaborative posting environment, and interesting graphics, StripGenerator had the look and feel I was 
seeking.  This choice, unexpected for my audience, will “break a pattern” in order to get my students’ 
attention (Heath & Heath, 2008, p. 64).   

 Once I have their attention, I will keep their “guessing machines” failing in order to repeatedly 
surprising them into paying attention (Heath & Heath, 2008, p. 71).  As the story progresses, key 
elements in Hamlet’s soliloquy (my core message) will be connected to this particular comic look.  For 
example, on page 6 of my handout, I provide the audience with the most shocking of images.  Hamlet is 
bound by honor to kill his Uncle Claudius for the suspected murder of his father.  To kill a king, however, 
is the worst crime a man can commit in the eyes of the law.  To kill his uncle is the worst crime one can 
commit in the eyes of God.  So, Hamlet begins contemplating suicide and all that goes with this.  Page 6 
is a series of abstract, almost non sequitur images with the headline, “Do you understand Death?”   
McCloud (2006) feels that “sometimes it may suit your narrative to have time stand still and let the eye 
wander” (p. 17).  These panel transitions are called “aspect to aspect” in order to “create a strong sense 
of mood” (McCloud, 2006, p. 17).  StipGenerator.com’s collection of images lends itself well to this 
technique.   

Design Decision #2 

 Shakespeare is notoriously known throughout high school classrooms as being completely 
foreign to American students.  They often see Shakespeare’s language as unintelligible and mysterious.  
Therefore, I wanted to parody this idea in my comic.  The comic handout is really a story within a story, 
otherwise known as a frame narrative (although not invented by Shakespeare, he uses it artfully in 
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Hamlet).   My story opens with a teacher explaining to the class their next reading assignment.  The play 
becomes this behemoth object that scares and stupefies the students.  It is at this moment, that the 
unknown teacher character appears and takes one of the students within Hamlet’s soliloquy.   

 I am employing a few different techniques discussed by Heath & Heath (2008).  I want my 
students to have a credible source teaching them the soliloquy’s main themes.  Whereas I am probably 
seen as the authority in the room, the unknown teacher character is almost an “anti-authority” who 
exudes “honesty and trustworthiness…allow[ing] them to act as [an] authority” (Heath & Heath, 2008, p. 
137).  My students will listen to the mysterious unknown teacher, even if they don’t listen to me. 

 I am also creating empathy for the specific student who is being “forced” to read and 
understand Hamlet.  Any student can relate to this feeling of pressure to learn something foreign.  Since 
I want my students to care about this soliloquy, I “appeal to their self-interest, but also [to] their 
identities” (Heath & Heath, 2008, p. 203).  My students will want to see this character student make a 
mental breakthrough while reading Hamlet. 

 I designed my frame narrative to “take [my audience] on a short journey that explains the 
significance of the [play’s themes]” (Reynolds, 2009, p. 19).  I want my student to remember the main 
themes on Hamlet’s soliloquy, but more importantly, I want them to remember the story of a very 
troubled man faced with an impossible decision.  Therefore, I designed my comic handout to 
communicate this story, without a lot of polished details.  My comic handout looks rough and edgy with 
necessary details.  “The details are important and necessary, but what people remember is the story” 
(Reynolds, 2009, p. 19). 

Design Decision #3 

 “Pictures can represent complex concepts” (Roam, 2008, p. 14).  There is no doubt that Hamlet, 
this soliloquy in particular, is filled with complex concepts.  I chose pictures that abstractly represented 
these complicated ideas.  For example, on page 3 of my comic handout, the unknown teacher outlines 
the three main themes of the soliloquy: nothing is certain, actions are complex, and death is a mystery.  
These would be extremely difficult to illustrate accurately and realistically.  So, I chose StripGenerator’s 
abstract and stylistic illustrations in order to “invest every moment of [my] story with an overriding 
mood” (McCloud, 2006, p. 29).  I feel that these pictures really communicate the message I am trying to 
teach my students. 

 Brain research also supports this design decision.  “The more elaborately we encode information 
at the moment of learning, the stronger the memory” (Medina, 2008, p. 15).  In effect, the more 
complex an idea, the greater the potential for learning.  As long as I continue to make meaning 
throughout the handout, using images, and then setting this meaning within a particular context, I 
believe my students will have better retention of Hamlet’s soliloquy. 

Design Decision #4 

 Shakespeare is a master storyteller, mainly due to his amazing control of language.  Comic books 
and graphic novels have a reputation for an overemphasis of images with little to no text.  This is a 
misnomer.  In fact, graphic novels contain 20% more rare vocabulary than a typical chapter book and 
40% more vocabulary than a typical conversation between a child and an adult. (Capstone Publishers, 
2009).  Therefore, a graphic novel handout on a Shakespeare soliloquy should have as much of the 
authentic language as possible.  I include many lines from the soliloquy throughout the handout, 
including the entire soliloquy on page three.  I want Shakespeare’s words, Stripgenerator’s images, and 
my own words to “work together seamlessly enough [so] that readers barely notice when switching 
from one to another” (McCloud, 2006, p. 31).   
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 When my students are reading this handout, “the placement, style, and meaning of the text 
writhing the picture all have a part in guiding the viewer’s interpretation of the image” (Reynolds, 2009, 
p. 52).  Especially when reading a comic, the text needs to be placed in specific places so as not to 
confuse the reader.  For example, on page two of my handout, the unknown teacher and the struggling 
student are having a brief conversation.  The challenge here is for me to place the text in such a way so 
that the reader follows the conversation.  Also, I want to make it clear to the reader when I am actually 
quoting Shakespeare.  On page eight of my handout, I use a darker border of the narrative box to 
communicate that these are Hamlet’s actual words. 

Design Decision #5 

 When one reads a comic or graphic novel, they are thinking with their eyes.  In fact, Roam 
(2008) states that visual thinking is learning to think with our eyes (p. 25).  If you ask any novice comic 
reader, they will immediately tell you how difficult it is to read a comic for the first time.  It takes 
practice to read through and between the panels, making inferences along the way.  Since my learning 
audience, especially the boys, are quite proficient already in reading comics, I had some liberty in 
creating my graphic novel handout.  However, I still ease my readers into the comic by using simple 
panel arrangement.  For example, page one is a traditional four-panel block arrangement.  Page two is a 
simple two-panel arrangement.  At this point, I am telling my readers, be prepared, you are reading a 
comic!  Once this is clear, I then “arrange the panels on the page and the elements within [the] panels” 
in order to “direct the eye through reader expectation and content using moment, frame, image, and 
words in tandem” (McCloud, 2006, p. 37). 

 I try to be as clear as possible throughout the handout.  Each page is a combination of what 
information do I want to communicate here? and what panel arrangements have I not used yet?   

 

4. Formative Evaluation Response 

 For my instructional graphic novel handout, I wanted very specific feedback with regards to 
Scott McCloud’s discussion on specific choices comic artists make in “imagery, pacing, dialogue, [and] 
composition” (McCloud, 2006, p. 9).   My learning audience is 25 fifth graders who are quite adept in 
reading comic literature.  If my graphic novel is not persuasive and compelling in story, and authentic in 
design, my students will reject it easily.   

1. I really focused more on the comic look to the handout (as opposed to an annotated picture or 

diagram).  However, how effective am I at these visual elements: compare and contrast visual 

representation and the visual representation of the instructional sequence?   

Why 

 I chose this question because I struggled with the required visual elements for this project. Most 

of my experience with comics literature (both instructional and otherwise) has not so overtly included 

mapped/annotated diagrams, compare and contrast visual representation, instructional sequences, and 

changes over time (i.e.: chronological, genealogical, hierarchical visual, etc…).  They are more narrative 

based instructional materials such as historical fiction and non-fiction literature.  I wanted my reviewers 

to tell me how successful I was at including these elements. 
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Peer Review A 

 Ok, to be honest. I looked through your project three times and I did not see either the compare 
and contrast or the instructional sequence. What am I missing? Please let me know and I’ll look at those 
panels more in detail. I liked your choice of using the comic look. The characters looked similar if not 
exact to comics that are popular among students. Your class will really be engaged. 

Peer Review B 

 GREAT comic look! I loved the personality of the characters, which really shines through their 
images. I actually had flashes of people I've known pop into my head because of the words you used 
coming out of the images you used. I'm not sure what the contrast is that you are questioning - maybe 
the contrast of their learning? It's definitely clear that the students are discouraged and completely 
disinterested in the beginning of the story. Then they are grabbed by the decision Hamlet is trying to 
make, and they can't stop learning and thinking about it. By the end, they're engrossed, knowledgeable 
and seem like different students! 

Comments 

 I was obviously unsuccessful and clearly providing these visual elements.  On page 7, last panel, I 
intended for the character to compare and contrast Hamlet's choices.  I wanted a more subtle Venn 
diagram for students to see that these choices are internal.  I also wanted the student character to be at 
the center of this struggle because Hamlet is as well.   

 The whole comic is supposed to be a visual representation of the instructional sequence.  It 
begins and ends with the classroom lesson and the how the student has now learned the concept 
(changes over time; Hamlet changes over time).  Again, not very obvious, but I didn't really understand 
how to incorporate these into the comic without taking away from the actual comic feel. 

 I have since spoken with both reviewers to explain my decisions.  They understand my design 
perspective and admit to not feeling equipped to adequately judge based on inexperience in comic 
literature.  I have decided to keep the elements as is with the intention of using this handout in class 
with my students.  I do not want this handout to be an independent activity done without the benefit of 
discussion.  So, throughout our discussion, I plan on explaining how much Hamlet is comparing and 
contrasting his choices.   

2. Choice of Flow: How easy is it to follow the narrative of the handout?  Where are places you get 

lost or confused? 

Why 

 I want to be sure I can guide my readers through and between the panels of my handout.  

Hamlet is complicated enough already; I do not need a muddled comic handout adding frustration to 

Hamlet’s dilemma. 
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Peer Review A 

 On page three of your graphic novel, I was not quite sure of the flow I was supposed to follow. It 
looked as if the program I opened your project with, maybe altered things bit? Anyway, I would just 
double check your flow by making the outline of the boxes more prominent. Also, the panels where one 
character has more than one speech bubble took a bit to understand the conversation. However, I think 
this is a me thing. I do not read graphic novels very often and so I am not use to the multiple stimuli. I 
wouldn't worry about it. :-) 

Peer Review B 

 The flow is really clear, and in fact each frame drew me to the next. I never got this story either 
so I was embarrassed to admit that I related to the kids and their grudging reaction to having to read the 
play. But when I realized I did relate to them so well, pretty much immediately, I wanted to get to the 
answer myself. There was one frame that I wasn't sure where I should put it/where it was supposed to 
fall, and that was on page 9, the big frame that starts with "Let's all turn to Act 3." (The "t" gets cut off 
too :) ). I read it twice, in two different orders. I liked it best after the next smaller frame, but might have 
a meaning if I'm meant to read it before that next small frame. 

Comments 

 I have made these suggested changes.   

 I revised certain speech bubbles to make the conversation easier to follow.  

 On page 3, I made the first panel be the entire soliloquy instead of embedding it within a speech 
bubble.   

 I rearranged various panels to create a greater sense of narrative fluency. 

 I darkened the text boxes that contain Shakespeare’s actual language, setting it apart from the 
regular dialogue. 

3. Choice of Frame: How well do you feel I captured certain moments within the panels.  Where do 

you feel I could have been more effective at framing certain scenes? 

Why 

 I wanted feedback on StripGenerator’s effectiveness in creating individual comic frames.  

StripGenerator allows users to enlarge characters, objects, text, etc…, but does not have options for 

varying angles to view certain moments.  I really liked the simplicity of not having too many choices; 

however, I am aware that as a handout, the comic may look a bit repetitive. 

Peer Review A 

 Your choice of frame was well designed. I could figure out the different moments being 
illustrated as the plot continued. I also believe you do have a variety of small and large frames. However, 
the view of each frame is the same. To add variety in that regard maybe uses graphic dynamics such as 
tilting the frames or zooming way in or zooming way out. I think this would just add to your story telling. 
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Peer Review B 

 I was never taken out of the story because of the layout or pictures within the panels. The only 
place I got a little confused was on the page mentioned in your question number 2. Page 1 is actually my 
favorite. The instructor is excited, ready to teach big things about a big play and the picture of the 
teacher is big. The kids feel overwhelmed and little and confused, and that's how you pictured them. I 
liked that - maybe during the confusing parts you could use that size trick again. For example on page 3 
at the bottom left, when the little guy is listening so hard. 

Comments 

 Based on feedback, I feel successful in which moment I chose to frame for this story.  The 
narrative seems clear, and neither reviewer was confused in following the story.   

 As much as I would like to experiment with frame tilting and other angle techniques, I am 
pressured to get this handout into my students’ hands.  We are reading Hamlet now, and soon 
approaching Act 3, Scene 1.  For now, I feel that the handout accomplishes the set upon task.  For future 
classes, I may be able to tilt some frames, but StripGenerator still has limitations for changing the angle 
of various frames. 

4. Choice of Word: My handout is based on a lot of complicated text.  How well do the images 

support the text?  How well did the words add valuable information to the images? 

Why 

 This was the most important questions for my peers to review.  Shakespeare is difficult text.  

Hamlet’s To be or not to be soliloquy is the most famous speeches, but also the most misunderstood.  I 

really wanted to know if my images supported the text, and vice versa. 

Peer Review A 

 Talk about giving yourself a challenge. What a hard piece of text not only to read and discuss, 
but creating a graphic novel around?  Good going. I believe that the text supported the images overall. 
However, like I mentioned previously, at certain points some of the characters stated random things (for 
example.....where did theses thing come from?). Since you are already trying to discuss a complex topic, 
I do not think these comments add anything to the piece. I understand your reasoning for these, but just 
not sure they are needed. Your choice though. 

Peer Review B 

 You contrasted the complicated text of the play really well with simple text of your characters. 
"Whoa" was awesome! No suggestions, I liked it. 

Comments 

 Again, I think I was successful in choosing words that add valuable information to both the story 
and the text.  For my final copy, I plan on better distinguishing between my own text, and the words of 
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the play.  Currently, I have just used an italics font style to differentiate.  I will change this to darkening 
the text box borders and perhaps changing my font type.  Reynolds (2009) defines Helvetica font as 
“Neutral without being boring, simple, contemporary” and Baskerville as “Refined, dignified, and 
beautifully simple” (p. 44).    I will experiment with these two typefaces. 

5. The illustrations are simple and almost a little cynical.  How well does this work for the themes of 

the handout?   

Why 

 I want to know what people think about the illustrations I chose from StripGenerator.  They are 

unlike any other illustrative technique available in free online comic creation programs.  I liked how 

StripGenerator renders objects and characters in a bold, black and white, almost gothic style.  When 

speaking to my peer reviewers, I used the word cynical because it felt cynical.  Hamlet is very cynical 

throughout this tragic play.  I think it matches well. 

Peer Review A 

 I believe that the illustrations match the seriousness of the topic.  The simple illustrations 
balance out with the complex message you are conveying.  To add dramatic contrast or visual interest I 
would add one or two colors for effect besides the red you already have sporadically. 

Peer Review B 

 I think it works brilliantly. I never showed that kind of doubt or cynicism in class, but let other, 
more "emotions on the sleeve" people in my class do it. And I was always glad they did. What this told 
me was that you aren't messing around with any kind of complex emotional introduction to your 
characters. Instead, here they are, this is how they think and talk, and now this is what happens. I 
appreciated that a lot. 

Comments 

 I am glad that Peer Reviewer B noticed how blunt I was with my illustrations (and topic).  This is 
very intentional.  I have more success in teaching Shakespeare to fifth graders when I am open and 
honest, then when I try and hide various aspects to his plays.  For example, I am clear that the text is 
difficult, but the stories are amazing and timeless.  I am clear that many of the topics are mature, but 
relatable to almost any age group.   

 I would like to add more color, but I do not have this option.  If it is possible, I have not figured 
out how to do so in StripGenerator. 

 Additionally, I asked my wife, a non-comic book reader, to read and review this handout.  She 
focused heavily on the main character, the mysterious teacher.  She feels I should choose a different, 
more positive character to represent the one explaining Hamlet.  My intention here was to choose a 
dark figure, much like Hamlet himself; however I see her point.  If we can agree on another character, 
then I will make the change; otherwise, I am keeping it as is. 
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6. Given the nature of the topic: suicide, how appropriate do you feel this handout is for 5th Grade.  

Should I tone it down in certain places? 

Why 

 I suspected the feedback I would receive with this question.  It is not uncommon for other 

teachers to shy away from mature topics such as violence and suicide.  Nonetheless, I wanted to invite 

my reviewers to discuss their reservations regarding my handout’s content. 

Peer Review A 

 The page that was title "Do you Understand Death" was a bit much for me. I'm not sure as to 
what that page's purpose is. Depending on your school, I'm not sure how parents and/or administration 
would feel about all the death and weapon images being used. That is a personal decision though. I 
always error to the being too safe instead of being blunt...but that is up to you and your teaching style.  
 
 Overall, nice job. Will you be able to join all of these images into one cohesive piece? I think that 
would also help your flow and overall appearance. 

Peer Review B 

 Hmm, I don't have kids but in my experience of being a kid, I always wanted it straight and not 
sugar-coated. Parents and teachers could preface with "this is a heavy topic - are you ready?" Then I'd 
know we were getting serious. But I'm not sure that in 5th grade I ever considered suicide or killing as 
options in my life. That stuff comes a bit later or at least for me, thinking about life and death and how it 
all works. They are options, but there are roads we want to take to be kind, loving, etc. So, how could 
you tone it down to be seen as Hamlet's options rather than "everyone's options" at this age? How 
about more clearly stating that Hamlet's conflict is this and Hamlet's life was confusing because of these 
major events (that your 5th graders will probably not have experienced - kings, queens, brothers 
murdering brothers) rather than "life" is confusing and we only have two options of kill or suicide. There 
are more options. Actually that would be an interesting question to ask them. 

Comments 

 I agree with both comments.  The page “Do You Understand Death?” is meant to be dramatic 
and abstract.  During the design process of this comic, I kept seeing various images that I felt would be 
great to add; however, I could never find an appropriate place in the narrative.  By the time I got to the 
theme “death is a mystery” I struggled with how to render this visually.  It seemed obvious, then, to 
combine these non-sequitur items into a dramatic splash page where they run into other panels.  I plan 
on using page 6 as a full lesson on the mysteries of death, and seeing where my students take the 
discussion.    

 Before teaching Hamlet, I always (just to be safe) send home a letter informing parents of the 
play’s themes and the conversations we will be having in class.  Instead of giving parents the option to 
take their child out of the lesson, as with a permission form, I invite parents to continue these mature 
conversations at home with their child.  I have never had a parent, yet, opt to remove their child from 
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instruction.  In fact, most parents are so impressed that their kids are reading Shakespeare in 
elementary school.   

 Based on my teaching style, and my past experiences, I plan on keeping the page as is in the 
handout.   
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